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Abstract 
As part of a larger body of work into the development of a 3 stage launch vehicle for small 
payloads, a thesis project was initiated into rigorous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
analysis of the second stage airbreathing scramjet (the SPARTAN accelerator). In particular, 
the purpose of the project was to determine the feasibility of reaching the combustion 
efficiencies used in literature to design the trajectory for the second stage vehicle. This was 
achieved through axisymmetric 2D simulation of the combustor geometry for optimization 
and analysis. The project used the Eilmer3 flow solver to simulate the scramjet engine. 
 Review of literature indicated that while the Spartan combustor has been effectively 
analysed and verified at high Mach numbers, development of geometry for ensuring efficient 
combustion under dual-mode combustion instabilities at low Mach numbers is necessary. One 
promising method of achieving this that was previously investigated is the expansion ramp 
injector, and this geometry was further examined through simulations conducted in this work. 
 Before new results could be obtained, a structured grid with a focus on simulation 
stability was created to allow for the extremely long convergence flow times present in the 
full-scale combustor to be efficiently simulated. The first trials run with this new grid 
demonstrated that a half porous wall combustor achieved combustion that was independent of 
equivalence ratio, and important result for further work into multi-injection schemes. 
 Further trials indicated that an oscillatory mode appeared to stabilize growth of the 
boundary layer separation formed in front of half porous wall expansion ramp schemes. 
However, convergence to steady state was also seen to take far longer than previously 
thought. A new postprocessing tool was developed to quantitatively analyse the outflow 
boundary characteristics and therefore investigate convergence. High Mach tests then further 
confirmed that the expansion ramp combustor would only be suitable for film injection in 
highspeed regimes. Based on resimulation of previous literature cases, it was concluded that 
the best geometry for further 3D work would be the half porous wall combustor. Such work 
could include analysis of nonaxisymmetric inlet flow and elliptical combustor geometry. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Since Sputnik first achieved orbit in the late 1950s, the number of applications that benefit 
from access to space has grown immensely. Advancing from militaristic beginnings, space 
systems have greatly improved the scientific body of knowledge, providing insight into the 
universe we exist in. With the advent of the digital age, communications technology has also 
made significant use of orbital platforms for mapping and geopositioning, with these 
functions now an integral part of contemporary life. Furthermore, recent climate change and 
fears over resource scarcity continue promoted renewed interest in establishing resource 
gathering systems and human colonies on other celestial bodies, again reliant on space access. 
 Despite this growth in potential demand, the fundamental technology used 
commercially to provide space access has not significantly changed since the end of the space 
race in the 1960s. This has led to a prohibitive stagnation in cost per kg of orbital payload 
(Mehta, 1996). 
Orbit around the earth to date has been achieved using multistage expendable rocket 
powered propulsion vehicles. These systems are expensive for two main reasons. First, their 
thrust efficiency per kg of propellant (measured as specific impulse, Isp) is limited by the 
need to carry tanks of both fuel and oxidizer. Secondly, the vast majority of the cost of the 
vehicle is in manufacturing and reliability assurance, rather than propellant. Despite this, the 
launch system is traditionally expendable, with used stages allowed to crash into the ocean. 
Recently, there has been commercial success in reducing cost to orbit through 
changing the latter, with Spacex successfully modifying conventional rocket first stages to 
allow for soft landing and reuse. However, while the concept of replacing onboard oxidizer 
with oxygen from the atmosphere at the hypersonic speeds required to reach orbit has been 
around for more than 30 years, it is still an ongoing area of considerable research. Such an 
airbreathing design, called a supersonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet, would allow for 
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significant payload fraction improvement over rockets at speeds of between Mach 5 and 10 
through an increased Isp as seen in figure 1-1. However, without radical variable geometry, a 
scramjet cannot be effectively operated when flow through the engine becomes entirely 
subsonic (ramjet mode), and produces 0 stationary thrust (Smart, 2007). As such, a scramjet 
powered vehicle must either be accelerated to around Mach 5 by a previous stage or have a 
hybrid airbreathing propulsion system. Due to the immense complexity of developing a 
hybrid system, and the significant payload efficiency improvement offered by multistage 
launch vehicles, scramjet vehicles are therefore highly amenable to use as a second 
accelerator stage in a multistage system. 
 
Figure 1-1: Uninstalled Specific Impulse of High Mach Propulsion Systems (Tetlow et al, 
2009) 
As such, in recent years significant research emphasis in the hypersonics space has 
been put on design of multistage launch vehicles that that make use of reusable scramjet 
stages (Smart et al., 2013)(Kothari et al., 2011). Such launch configurations are expected to 
provide significant efficiency and payload fraction improvements over conventional mature 
rocket technology, especially for small payloads (Mehta, 1996).  
1.2 UQ Involvement 
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1.2 UQ Involvement 
As part of the above emphasis, researchers within the University of Queensland Centre for 
Hypersonics (UQCfH) have been developing a 3 stage oribtal launch vehicle for payloads up 
to 500kg. The platform currently consists of liquid rocket first and third stages with a reusable 
airbreathing second accelerator stage, named the Scramjet Powered Accelerator for Reusable 
Technology AdvaNcement (SPARTAN) (Preller et al., 2015). The proposed flight path 
involves using the Spartan vehicle from approximately Mach 6 to Mach 10. 
Design of the Spartan vehicle to date has been an iterative process, with an initial 
winged cone design developed by Shaughnessy et al. (1990) used as a baseline for 
optimization of vehicle geometry parameters by Smart et al. (2013). Further work by Preller 
et al. (2015) developed a possible trajectory profile and associated flight conditions. However, 
the engine modeling of the Mach 12 REST combustor (RESTM12) used to create this 
trajectory indicated that there would be significant periods of the envelope where dual-mode 
combustion would be present in the vehicle engines. 
Dual mode combustion occurs at low (<7) Mach numbers and is characterised by large 
boundary separations and regions of subsonic flow caused by combustion-induced pressure 
rise. It presents problems in scramjets designed for high (>10) Mach numbers because 
pressure related instability can quickly propagate to the inlet and cause unstart or choking 
(Riggins et al, 2006). There are a number of literature methods of mitigating this behaviour, 
such as cavity type flameholding geometries (Riggins et al, 2006), but the use of such devices 
is complicated by the operation of this scramjet up to high Mach numbers. At high Mach 
numbers, the increased losses from such flow features become prohibitive to the effective 
operation of the engine (Billig, 1992). The current line of inquiry was then initiated to develop 
a combustor geometry and inherent flameholding configuration that can efficiently sustain 
low Mach numbers, while also not introducing prohibitive losses in the high Mach regime.  
1.3 Project Goals 
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Initial literature review and work by Curran (2016) on the project indicated that 
geometry based around an expansion ramp had the potential to achieve this goal. The specific 
purpose of the current body of work is therefore to expand upon Curran’s (2016) work and 
determine through an intensive CFD simulation process the feasibility of the expansion ramp 
design in meeting the engine requirements of the SPARTAN vehicle. 
1.3 Project Goals 
In accordance with the above purpose statement, the project’s primary sub-goals are to: 
 Develop an optimized 2D axisymmetric combustor geometry that maximizes dual-
mode combustion efficiency by simulating a number of different ramp and fuel 
injection scenarios using UQCfH’s inhouse CFD tools. 
 Establish limits on the robustness of the ramp flowfield with respect to changing 
equivalence ratio. 
 Model and simulate the optimized design at high Mach numbers to determine the 
effect of the expansion ramp on the high Mach flow, and create an estimation of the 
amount of fuel that can be efficiently injected through this mechanism. 
 Apply literature mechanisms governing flow phenomena to gain an understanding of 
the results obtained. 
1.4 Project Scope 
As mentioned in section 1.2, a significant amount of prior research has been completed in the 
design of trajectory and airframe geometry for the SPARTAN vehicle. The inflow conditions 
produced by the vehicle forebody and inlet over the flight regime are therefore well defined. 
Furthermore, given the significant body of work completed analysing the nominal current 
combustor dimensions, geometry changes are limited in scope to small expansions and 
contractions, as well as positioning of fuel injectors. This work will therefore operate within 
1.4 Project Scope 
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the framework provided by the larger body of research to specifically optimize the 
performance of the combustor. In particular, the scope of the current project is to: 
 Develop a 2D axisymmetric grid model of the combustor that is stable and efficient to 
simulate in Eilmer3, as well as easily modifiable to different injector modes and ramp 
shapes. 
 Make use of the computing power provided by the Tinaroo Research Computing 
Cluster at UQ to analytically optimize the 2D combustor Design. 
 Analyse results at varying equivalence ratio again using Tinaroo and the optimized 
design. 
 2D investigation of the combustion generated by the ramp in the high Mach regime of 
the vehicle. 
Notable exceptions to the scope include: 
 Creation of 3D grid 
 Investigation of 3D affects of non axisymmetric (elliptical) combustor, as well as 
injection schemes that do not translate well to 2D (porthole injection). 
 
The Project Scope is also based around the following assumptions: 
 The Eilmer3 flow solver accurately models transient compressible flow, provided 
simulations are correctly formulated. This assumption is backed up by literature 
validation of the code against experimental results (Jacobs et al, 2012). 
 The flow state in an elliptical combustor can be acceptably modeled as an 
axisymmetric circular profile of equivalent area. 
 A porous plate injection regime can be modeled as an equivalent plate inflow. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This section goes into further detail about the prior work on the SPARTAN project, 
specifically in reference to how this work is relevant to the combustor design. Where 
necessary, it also includes a summary of the theory behind low-Mach combustor problems 
identified in literature. Finally, it details theory relevant to implementations of solutions to 
simulation problems encountered in previous Eilmer3 grids. 
2.2 SPARTAN Vehicle Evolution 
The SPARTAN vehicle was initially envisaged in a paper by Smart and Tetlow (2009). In this 
paper, an accelerator scramjet was created by combining a winged cone vehicle investigated 
by Shaughnessy et al. (1990) with 3 of the RESTM12 scramjet engine modules 
experimentally tested by Suraweera et al. (2009) in the T4 shock tunnel at UQ. This scramjet 
was given a nominal fueled mass of 3000kg (with 800kg of hydrogen fuel), including a 
1000kg liquid upper stage. A solid rocket booster was sized to accelerate the two upper stages 
to an initial condition of Mach 6, with 0 degree flight angle and an altitude of 27km. From 
this point, a full 3 degree of freedom trajectory simulation was run, with the accelerator 
vehicle maintaining a constant dynamic pressure of 50kPa by varying angle of attack. Net 
forces acting on the vehicle were numerically integrated until the 800kg of hydrogen fuel was 
exhausted. The payload fraction of the system was then computed by assuming the upper 
stage executed a Hohmann transfer from the altitude and velocity at scramjet burnout to a 
200km circular equatorial orbit. With a payload fraction of 1.5%, the system was found to 
work favourably relative to a rocket-based system for a similar payload, and so further work 
was conducted. 
2.2 SPARTAN Vehicle Evolution 
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Figure 2-1: The scramjet accelerator as in Smart and Tetlow (2009). 
To Determine the net forces acting on the vehicle, an engine model of the RESTM12 module 
was required that took freestream Mach number, angle of attack, and dynamic pressure, and 
output specific thrust, specific impulse and equivalence ratio. The process utilized by Smart 
and Tetlow (2009) was published by Jazra (2010), and is summarized in section 2.3. 
 Jazra et al. (2013) implemented a comprehensive geometry optimization methodology, 
slightly modifying the vehicle designed by Smart and Tetlow (2009) for use as a baseline 
case. A more in-depth trajectory simulation was conducted utilizing the CADAC and 
HYPAERO programs, with 5 vehicle geometry parameters varied to produce maximum 
payload fraction. Higher fidelity approximations of vehicle structural mass, RESTM12 
integration, 3
rd
 stage performance, and aerodynamics were also developed. The optimized 
accelerator vehicle operated from Mach 6 to Mach 9.4, and produced a payload fraction of 
1.87% (Jazra et al, 2013). This work utilized the same propulsion database as in Smart and 
Tetlow (2009), with the only variation being that the forebody shock calculation was 
separated from the database, as nose cone half angle was one of the optimization parameters. 
Note that the optimized vehicle seen in figure 2-2 is significantly more slender than the 
original WCV, and the scale was somewhat increased to a total stage 2 mass of 4625kg. 
2.2 SPARTAN Vehicle Evolution 
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Figure 2-2: The scramjet accelerator as in Jazra et al (2013). 
Preller et al (2015) again extended on the previous studies into the accelerator by sizing the 
launch stack to instead deliver a 260kg payload to a sun synchronous orbit (SSO), and the 
accelerator was named SPARTAN. This study introduced a notable vehicle design change in 
that the engine configuration was changed to utilize the CREST inlet instead of the REST 
inlet. The CREST inlet was purposely designed for conical forebody vehicles, and allows for 
more efficient mass capture by tessellating four scramjet engines in a full 180 degree ring on 
the vehicle underbody (see fig. 2-4)(Gollan and Smart, 2013). However, in spite of this, the 
same propulsion database as in the previous studies was used, under the assumption that the 
CREST and REST inlets were designed to similar losses criteria (Preller et al, 2015). Note 
that the trajectory again covered a Mach range of 6-9.4, computed using CADAC. A mass 
fraction of 1.26% was obtained, however minimal optimization was performed in this case, 
with a nominal fuselage radius of 2.1m and forebody half angle of 5 degrees defining vehicle 
characteristics. 
2.3 The RESTM12 Propulsion Database 
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Figure 2-3: The SPARTAN accelerator as in Preller et al (2015). 
2.3 The RESTM12 Propulsion Database 
As noted in section 2.2, all of the SPARTAN studies to date have relied on a propulsion 
database that takes the flow stream conditions behind the bow shock of the vehicle (M1, p1, 
T1 in figure 2-4), and uses a combination of numerical modeling techniques to determine the 
flow conditions at state 9, and subsequent internal thrust and specific impulse of the engine 
(Jazra, 2010). Note that the state 1 conditions can be accurately computed from freestream via 
standard oblique shock relations using the nosecone half angle (Anderson, 2001). 
Furthermore, while the positive pressure on the lower face of the fuselage boat tail (between 
stations 9 and 10) contributes to thrust, this contribution was accounted as part of the 
aerodynamics of the vehicle using the SEAGULL 2-D code, and while it uses the state 9 
engine outlet flow conditions, it is outside the propulsion database specified (Jazra, 2010). 
 
Figure 2-4: Installed RESTM12 Engine Flow states (Jazra, 2010)  
2.3 The RESTM12 Propulsion Database 
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2.3.2 Inlet Model 
To determine the flow conditions at state 2, a series of high fidelity CFD simulations of the 
RESTM12 inlet were conducted using the NASA Langley VULCAN code. Simulations were 
conducted for a freestream pressure of 50 kPa and M1 of between 4.6 and 12.7. State 2 mass 
flow rate, Temperature ratio T2/T1, and Mach number M2, were all determined as a function 
of state 1 Mach number, and polynomial fits applied to the discrete simulation points. Figures 
2-5 and 2-6 show the CFD Mach contours, as well as the polynomial fits. 
 
Figure 2-5: RESTM12 Inlet CFD Mach Contours (Jazra, 2010) 
 
Figure 2-6: RESTM12 Inlet State 2 Condition Fits (Jazra, 2010) 
  
2.3 The RESTM12 Propulsion Database 
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2.3.3 Combustor Model 
With flow conditions at state 2 determined through CFD, conditions through to state 4 are 
determined using the quasi-1Dimensional code dmcycle, developed by Smart (2007). This 
code numerically integrates the differential form of the compressible flow equations with fuel 
addition and friction along a streamline, with the combustor geometry supplied as an area 
profile. Both pure supersonic and dual mode combustion are modeled by the code, with the 
effects of subsonic boundary separation taken into account by iterating to solve for the 
supersonic core flow area (Smart, 2007). This also allows for the code to detect thermal 
choking and thus limit fuel equivalence ratios to prevent unstart. Figure 2-7 illustrates the 2D 
combustor used to generate an area profile for this 1D analysis.  
 
Figure 2-7: 1D Analysis Combustor Area Profile, adapted from Curran (2016). 
 While this code provides a computationally cheap approximation of combustor 
performance, it makes the significant assumption of equilibrium chemistry when determining 
heat addition from combustion. After fuel is injected at state 3, a percentage of the fuel is 
2.3 The RESTM12 Propulsion Database 
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assumed to immediately convert to reaction products and heat. This percentage is a function 
of downstream distance and increases up to a specified total combustion efficiency at state 4. 
 Jazra (2010) specified a total combustion efficiency of 80%, based on comparison 
with experimental data gathered by Suraweera et al (2009). In this study, fueled trials of a 
scale RESTM12 were performed in the T4 Shock tunnel at an oncoming M1 of 8.7 (not 
freestream), which is at the high end of the trajectories used in the accelerator design papers. 
2.3.4 Database Output 
With conditions at state 4 found via dmcycle, state 9 conditions are then found using an 
isentropic nozzle expansion with an assumed efficiency of 90%. The total thrust of the flow is 
found by determining the difference in stream thrust between states 1 and 9, and divided by 
air mass flow to give specific thrust, and fuel mass flow*gravity to give specific impulse. The 
resulting contours as a function of state 1 condition are displayed in figure 2-8. Note that 
where the equivalence ratio was reduced due to lack of convergence, this must also be output 
to determine fuel mass flow. Furthermore, the values were calculated with a nominal inlet 
width of 0.15m (ground test scale). These values were then assumed to be conservative for 
larger engines (Smart and Tetlow, 2009): 
 
Figure 2-8: Propulsion Database Output Contours (Jazra, 2010). 
  
2.4 Dual Mode Combustion 
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Figure 2-9: Propulsion database equivalence contour 
2.4 Dual Mode Combustion 
In a high Mach scramjet operating at design conditions, flow throughout the engine is almost 
entirely supersonic and attached. Regions of subsonic flow induced by geometry change are 
small, and no significant boundary separations exist, as can be seen in fig 2-10c (Turner and 
Smart, 2013). However, when such a scramjet is operated below Mach 8, heat addition from 
robust combustion becomes significant relative to total flow enthalpy (Curran and Stull, 
1964). The pressure rise associated with heat addition in this case causes the formation of a 
large subsonic boundary separation and oblique shock train upstream of the fuel injection (see 
fig 2-10b). 
Such a regime is known as dual mode combustion, and is problematic because an 
isolator section between the inlet and the combustor is required to stabilize the upstream 
interactions and prevent them from propagating out the inlet, unstarting the engine. The 
addition of an isolator increases the length of the engine without improving combustion at 
high Mach numbers (Riggins et al, 2006).  
2.4 Dual Mode Combustion 
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Figure 2-10: Dual Mode vs Pure Supersonic Combustion, Adapted from Turner and Smart 
(2013). 
Furthermore, at low Mach numbers, high Mach inlets often perform insufficient compression 
to reach flow temperatures where spontaneous combustion occurs (Turner and Smart, 2013). 
In this case, the oblique shock train upstream of fuel injection is essential in that it performs 
additional compression, raising the temperature in the combustor. However, it also means 
that without the shock formation already in place (for example when first initiating 
combustion), combustion will not occur at all.  
To ensure that combustion initiates, geometry features such as cavities or struts are 
often employed to create localized ignition through shock heating. However, such designs 
have prohibitive losses at high Mach numbers (Billig, 1992). 
 
Figure 2-11: Typical Axisymmetric Flameholding Cavity Design (Pandey et al, 2017) 
  
2.5 The Expansion Ramp Combustor 
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For the above reasons, in dual mode combustion, the flow field in the engine is highly 
coupled with the amount of heat addition from combustion. As such, the assumption of 
constant combustion efficiency assumed by Jazra (2010) in creating the RESTM12 
propulsion database is a significant limitation. Such significance is further exacerbated by the 
selection of the 80% combustion efficiency figure through comparison with Suraweera et al 
(2009)’s Mach 8.7 trial, as this is above the regime generally considered to have significant 
dual mode flow. Indeed, resimulation of the RESTM12 quasi-1D analysis, accounting for the 
change to the CREST inlet, found that the transition from dual-mode to supersonic 
combustion occurred at Mach 7.8 (Curran, 2016). The validity of the 80% figure should 
therefore be investigated by conducting more rigorous CFD of the engine geometry, hence 
the current work. 
2.5 The Expansion Ramp Combustor 
The profile of the current SPARTAN combust can be seen in Figure 2-7. The general form is 
an elliptical combustor whose axisymmetric profile takes the form of a backwards facing step 
before a constant area combustor and diverging nozzle. This combination of fuel injection and 
a backwards facing step was designed to utilize film injection at high Mach numbers 
(Suraweera et al., 2009) and was found to be inappropriate for use in dual mode combustion 
regimes, based on Quasi-1D analysis by Curran (2016). This analysis again used the 80% 
combustion efficiency assumption, and found that even with this robust combustion 
occurring, temperatures at the throat of the combustor were not above the hydrogen 
autoignition temperature. 
 One solution proposed in literature to stabilize the recirculation inherent to efficient 
dual-mode flows is the replacement of the step at the combustor with a backwards sloping 
ramp, as described by Bonanos et al. (2008). This solution has the advantage of reducing the 
high Mach drag caused by the low pressure on the step face, and when fuel was injected 
2.5 The Expansion Ramp Combustor 
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porously through the face of the ramp Bonanos et al. (2008) found that there was significant 
impingement onto the core flow by a shear layer. As can be seen in figure 2-12, this shear 
layer was then compressed back into the wall to form a recirculation zone directly behind the 
step, resulting in desirable combustion characteristics. The experimental flow field However, 
this experiment was performed in a wind tunnel at Mach 1.5, and as such the core flow had 
significantly less energy than would be encountered in the Spartan engine. 
 
Figure 2-12: Schlieren Visualisation of an Expansion Ramp Combustor. A) is a non-
fuelled trial (Bonanos et al, 2008). 
A CFD campaign was therefore conducted by Curran (2016) to see if the favourable mixing 
observed by Bonanos et al. (2008) would transfer to the current system. Under a 45 degree 
ramp and sonic slot injection, a recirculation zone was instigated, but unsteady boundary layer 
separation propagation towards the inlet was also observed. As an insufficient portion of the 
isolator was simulated to determine whether or not the flow would stabilize, this result was 
assumed to induce too much backpressure. Simulating a less aggressive porous injector like 
that used by Bonanos et al. (2008) did not initiate recirculation, but significant steady fuel 
penetration was observed. From this, it was concluded that the design should be further 
investigated. 
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To quantify the results produced by Curran (2016), Hensel (2017) developed a Python 
wrapper code that takes the final flow state written by CFD simulations of the combustor and 
calculates the combustion efficiency developed by the geometry. This wrapper code was also 
applied to a number of further expansion ramp geometry/injection scheme combinations. 
Table 2.1 summarises the results achieved. Note that ramp location refers to the ramp location 
relative to the left hand boundary of the simulated area. This boundary sits at a value of 
x=4.5m in figure 2-7. 
Table 2.1: Hensel (2017)’s Combustion Results 
Simulation 
Name 
Injector Type Ramp 
Location 
(m) 
Injection 
Angle 
(degrees) 
Ramp 
Angle 
(degrees) 
Combustion 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Er2 full porous wall 0.163 7 30 37.32 
Er3 slot 0.163 30 45 27.11 
Er4 slot 0.839 45 45 27.11 
Er5 full porous wall 0.839 7 30 47.45 
Erf01 full porous wall 0.250 7 30 58.07 
Erf02 full porous wall 0.500 7 30 58.25 
As can be seen, promising levels of combustion were achieved in the full porous wall 
simulations, with efficiencies approaching 60%. This result was further enhanced by the fact 
that the efficiency was achieved without recirculation being initiated, as can be seen in Figure 
2-13: 
 
Figure 2-13: Erf01 Flowfield at t = 5milliseconds 
Hensel concluded that injecting fuel at a higher pressure through only the top half of the ramp 
face would produce an environment amenable to initiation of recirculation. However, Hensel 
experienced issues with simulation stability in the Eilmer3 CFD flow solver, and so was 
unable to simulate this possibly optimized case. As such, an investigation into the causes of 
Eilmer3 instability in simulation of viscous flows was conducted, with the aim of creating a 
simulation to investigate that effectively modeled half wall injection.  
2.6 Simulation using Eilmer3 
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2.6 Simulation using Eilmer3 
The flow solver used to date for rigorous simulation of the Spartan combustor is UQCfH’s 
inhouse Eilmer3 solver. A numerical finite volume implementation of the Compressible 
Navier Stokes equations, the solver works by breaking down the flow domain into finite 
volume 2D axisymmetric or 3D cells, and expressing these governing equations in integral 
form over this grid. The rate of change of conserved quantities (mass, momentum and energy) 
is set as equal to the flux of said quantities through cell interfaces, and the  cells are then 
iterated in time to approximate flow in the domain (Jacobs et al., 2012). The code has been in 
use for a number of years and there is a significant body of work on its verification through 
comparison with experimental campaigns, (Jacobs et al., 2013). As such, correctly 
implemented simulations are accepted as producing highly reasonable approximations of real 
fluid behaviour. 
 Furthermore, the Spartan combustor geometry is amenable to efficient solution in 
Eilmer3 because it has a relatively simple profile, and no geometry features requiring 
complex grids like porthole injectors. 
Time stepping stability issues such as those faced by Hensel (2017) arise in Eilmer3 
when sudden flow changes occur over periods smaller than the timestep being used (Jacobs et 
al, 2015). In particular, if the flow state in any cell is such that a pressure wave can travel 
across the cell in less than one timestep, the solution will diverge and NaN quantity 
parameters will result. To avoid such issues, care must be taken in ensuring that cells do not 
discontinuously change in size. 
It is also important to note Eilmer3 is a cell-centred code, where the flow parameters 
used to calculate flux across each cell interface are evaluated as the average of the information 
in the two cells the interface joins (Jacobs et al., 2012).. As such, the simulation is most stable 
against approximation error when the cells are as close to square orthogonal as possible. 
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3.1 Introduction 
This section outlines the iterative process of generating a combustor model in Eilmer3 that 
reliably generates results for different ramp conditions, based on previous literature attempts. 
It also uses this process as an example to describe the steps involved in creating an Eilmer3 
simulation. At the start of thesis, a new edition of Eilmer, Eilmer4, had just been released. 
However, given the significant previous work on the project completed in Eilmer3, and the 
lack of a need for unstructured grids (the main new feature in Eilmer4), the legacy software 
was chosen. 
3.2 Regime Selection 
The first decision to make when running a CFD simulation is determining the flow regime to 
simulate. One possibility considered by Curran (2016) was the transition point between dual 
mode and pure supersonic combustion, as the behaviour at transition is complex and not well 
understood (Bao et al., 2013). The other possibility was simulating the lowest free stream 
Mach number, where the minimum ratio of heat addition to total enthalpy means that dual 
mdoe combustion effects will be greatest (Riggins et al., 2006). Given the observation of a 
‘hysteresis’ effect at transition, where transition is affected by combustion history, it was 
concluded that it would be most useful to first simulate the Mach 6 freestream conditions at 
the bottom of the trajectory. This conclusion influenced current work by continuing to 
investigate the Mach 6 case. 
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3.3 Grid Definition 
With the flow to simulate selected, the next step is to define a structured grid made up of 
either 2D or 3D blocks, with each block containing a number of finite volume cells. Given the 
drastically increased computational time required for a 3D grid and the desire to perform 
multiple trials for optimisation, the elliptical combustor was approximated as a revolved 2D 
axisymmetric profile with equivalent area. The block geometry can then either be defined in 
the preparatory python file e3prep.py, or imported from external gridding programs. Again, 
for simplicity, the geometry was defined within e3prep.py. 
 As the RESTM12 combustor main dimensions are already specified in literature, the 
shape of the flow domain is known. The same portion of the combustor as in Curran (2016) 
and Hensel (2017) was selected as the area to be gridded, to allow for comparison of results 
and use of the same throat inflow conditions (see section 3.4). This full-scale portion of the 
combustor is the 3.12m long section from state 2 to state 4 in figure 2-7, including the 
constant area and diverging sections of the combustor. Note that beyond this region dmcycle 
assumed combustion had finished, and so the composition of the outgoing flow (in terms of 
combustion products/reactants) from this simulation is comparable to the total efficiency 
figure from Jazra (2010). 
 As seen in section 2.6, grid topology is the primary driving factor behind stability of 
the Eilmer simulation. Upon inspection of the grid used by Hensel (2017) for the both the half 
wall and full wall simulations, it was found that there were a number of areas where the 
orthogonality of the grid could be improved. This is demonstrated in figure 3-1, where the 
definition of the grid around the bottom step corner resulted in a block (and cells) with an 
internal angle of close to 30 degrees. The cause of this skew is that the block edge Bezier B1 
was defined such that it was tangential to ramp face surface E1 at the corner. While it can be 
seen that despite this intended definition the discrete cell representation of the Bezier is not 
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exactly tangential, the leftmost block corner is significantly skewed compared to the other 
two: 
 
Figure 3-1: Erf02 Corner Definition 
A new grid was therefore defined that attempted to alleviate this skew by instead changing all 
the 3 block corner angles to be 70 degrees. It maintained the same general blocking structure 
that followed the hydrogen flow from the ramp surface, and was also parametrically defined, 
such that the ramp x position, angle, and height could be changed without difficulty. The 
vertex halfway up the ramp used to define the edge of the injection surface was also defined 
in terms of length L along the ramp from the bottom corner. The ramp geometry of the new 
test grid can be seen in figure 3-2. Note that all vertices not in the image were fixed by the 
combustor geometry. An initial ramp height H of 20mm and angle of 30 degrees were chosen 
as in Hensel (2017). Block borders are outlined in red: 
:  
Figure 3-2: First grid definition  
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3.4 Boundary Condition Definition 
After blocking, an initial fill condition for the flow domain and boundary conditions must be 
specified. The initial fill condition chosen was low pressure ideal air (21% oxygen 79% 
nitrogen), initially at 5kPa, 300K, and with no motion. The low pressure minimises the time 
taken for the supersonic flow of interest to propogate over the domain, and reduces the 
violence of the shock front’s flow collision with the ramp geometry. 
 The boundary conditions of the flow domain consist of the combustor walls, inlet flow 
from the throat at state 3, hydrogen injection face, outlet flow at state 4, and central 
axisymmetric boundary. As an interface with further flow regions, the bottom symmetry 
boundary was modeled as an inviscid wall. This provides minimal disturbance to the flow, 
and any reflected shock phenomena are caused in the actual combustor by the same shock to 
the other side of the symmetry plane. 
 The combustor walls were modeled as adiabatic walls with the no-slip condition. Fluid 
infinitely close to the wall in considered non-moving, and in a viscous simulation this induces 
friction effects. Adiabatic walls were chosen due to the short test times being simulated 
resulting in negligible heat transfer, and a lack of vehicle material and cooling system 
information upon which to base a constant termperature wall temperature condition (Gildfind, 
2017). 
 The outflow was easily modeled using Eilmer’s built in ExtrapolateOutBC() module, 
which simply absorbs the flux out of the blocks closest to the wall by extrapolating flow 
condition trends to define a series of ghost blocks (Jacobs, 2012). 
3.4.1 Inflow Definition 
The flow at the combustor throat that enters the grid domain is influenced from the inlet state 
1 conditions by 2 main effects. Contraction of the inlet slows, compresses and heats the flow, 
and viscous interaction with the inlet walls causes growth of a boundary layer. While 
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characterization of these effects can be achieved through rigorous CFD simulation of the inlet 
as in Jazra (2010), given the change to the CREST inlet, a new method was implemented by 
Curran (2016). A combination of 1D and simple 2D analysis was used to determine the 
combustor throat profile generated by the new inlet. 
 The approach utilized 1D analysis to determine the core flow conditions at the end of 
the inlet. However, this 1D analysis without heat addition has no qualification of boundary 
layer growth, and so to provide this value, the combustor throat conditions were used as the 
inflow to a separate constant area pipe flow viscous Eilmer3 simulation, cyl.py. By simulating 
the interaction with the inlet wall over the length of the inlet, the outflow from this simulation 
models the flow profile at the combustor throat. Given the shape of the inlet, different lengths 
of wall contact are encountered around the inlet surface, and so half the maximum wall length 
between state 1 and state 3 was used for the length of the pipe (Curran, 2016). The outflow 
profile was converted into the Lua script format used for defining custom inlet flow profiles in 
Eilmer’s UserDefBC() module (Jacobs et al, 2012), and applied to the inflow boundary of the 
present grid. 
3.4.2 Hydrogen Injection 
The flow condition definition for hydrogen is dependent on the entering mass flow rate of air, 
desired equivalence ratio, and injection regime. From conservation of mass, the mass flow 
rate into the 2D pipe simulation described in section 3.4.1 must be equal to the mass flow rate 
in the combustor inlet profile, at constant area. This allows for much simpler determination, as 
constant flow properties simplify the integral of mass flux to an analytical equation: 
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From the 1D analysis, the entering pressure, temperature, and Mach number were 71.8 kPa, 
709.9K, and 2.78. With an R of 287 J/kg and a gamma of 1.4, evaluating the above equation 
leads to an air mass flow rate of 30.96kg/s. For stoichiometric combustion of hydrogen 
(equivalence ratio of 1), the hydrogen mass flow rate must be 2.7% of the air mass flow rate 
(Wheatley, 2017). The hydrogen mass flow is then 
                    
      
  
 
        
With the required mass flow rate, inflow conditions are then determined by injection regime. 
From the work by Bonanos et al (2008), initially simulated by Hensel (2017) it was found that 
a porous injector produced best combustion results. This was modeled as a plate with 60% 
open fraction drilled holes. Given the high level of turbulence achieved by such injectors, it 
was assumed that this injector scheme could be modeled as a uniform inflow condition 
subsonically expanded from sonic conditions with an area ratio of 
 
  
    . As such, the 
mach number of the fuel inflow was fixed, and velocity could only be changed by modifying 
the injection temperature (and subsequently the speed of sound). However, due to the 
increased effect of inlet pressure on flow characteristics over inlet temperature, and the 
greater ease of modifying fuel reservoir pressure compared to temperature in an actual 
vehicle, reservoir temperature was also fixed at 300K, which for a sonic-subsonic expansion 
at area ratio of 0.6 leads to an injection temperature of 291K. 
 The three variables governing hydrogen inlet flowrate under the above implementation 
are the hydrogen injection angle relative to the ramp surface normal, the length of the injector 
surface, and the injection pressure. As noted in section 3.3, the injector inflow surface upper 
vertex was defined in terms of length L along the ramp face. The geometry and variables are 
illustrated in figure 3-3: 
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Figure 3-3: Injection Geometry Illustration 
The mass flow of hydrogen into the domain is then product of the exit density, surface area of 
the revolved frustrum, and velocity normal to the surface: 
                    
 
  
      
                     
                                            
  
     
                  
       
  
 
    
With an equivalence ratio of one, defining two of the other 3 variables will set the injection 
size and conditions, allowing for implementation in Eilmer3. In code, due to the quadratic 
nature of the L relation it was easiest to set values of pressure and injection angle, and from 
this calculate L. 
 Again, from Hensel (2017)’s simulations, an injection angle of 7 degrees utilizing half 
of the ramp face (L=0.02m) was concluded to be a promising starting point. This 
corresponded to a pressure of 192 kPa. With temperature, pressure, and velocity determined, 
the eilmer3 SupInBC() module was utilized to generate the inflow boundary condition. 
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3.5 Simulation Parameters 
With the simulation ready to run, the final consideration is the parameters that control how the 
calculations are performed. Given the energy level of the flow, a thermally perfect gas model 
was used as this provides sufficient accuracy without requiring a multi-dimensional lookup 
database for specific heat (Jacobs and Gollan, 2015). As a reacting flow with significant 
viscous effect, both of these modules were activated. Grid Resolution is also a parameter that 
is easily varied, because as long as the resolution is increased uniformly, stability issues do 
not result. 
 The most important of the simulation parameters from a code stability and CPU hour 
efficiency perspective is the CFL ratio. This parameter refers to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
condition, which states that for a finite difference solution to a partial differential equation to 
converge, the timestep used must be smaller than the time taken for information (in this case 
pressure waves) to travel between adjacent discrete points (cells). The CFL parameter in 
Eilmer3 is a constant that is applied to this maximum possible timestep to produce the actual 
timestep used by the simulation. Reducing the CFL number makes a given grid run faster, but 
also makes it more prone stability issues.  
CFL is critically important to this work because a full-scale combustor was simulated. 
This means it takes on the order of 5-10ms for flow to settle to a converged solution, but with 
any reasonable grid resolution the CFL criterion limits timesteps to the order of 1-100 
nanoseconds. This results in simulations that take on the order of days to run even at low cell 
counts, and so grids that are stable even at slightly high CFL numbers save massive amounts 
of computation time. The grid used in literature crashed even when run at a CFL value of 
0.005 (the Eilmer3 default is 0.5) (Hensel, 2017). 
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3.6 Further Topology Optimisation 
Through the process described thus far in section 3, a simulation was developed of the half 
porous wall injection case. Initial results from this implementation were promising, with a 
low resolution grid running to 5ms at a CFL of 0.3, significantly higher than that used in 
literature. The results of this flow are displayed in figure 3-4: 
 
Figure 3-4: Half Porous Wall H20 Mass Flow at t=5ms 
Despite the evident limited fuel penetration, using the Python postprocessing wrapper 
developed by Hensel (2017), a combustion efficiency of 78% was calculated at the end of the 
combustor. However, this is likely due to the increased diffusive effect of large cells, and the 
resolution of this trial was insufficient to determine if a recirculation zone was formed behind 
the step. Furthermore, due to the use of clustering functions, scaling up the grid affected the 
aspect ratio of some cells, and similar stability issues were encountered. 
 Based on the above results, it was concluded that construction of a new grid with a 
focus on robustness was necessary. Inspecting the required combustor edge geometry, the 
area of most interest consists of two oblique angles, one at 210 degrees (bottom of step) and 
one at 150 degrees (top of step). While a maximum deviation of 20 degrees from orthogonal 
was achieved when evenly dividing the bottom step angle into 3 (as in figure 3-2), it was 
observed that bisecting this angle would produce two angles of 105 degrees, a deviation of 15 
degrees. Similarly, the top corner is created with minimum skew via bisection, resulting in 
two block corner angles of 75 degrees (this corner was not split at all in the previous grids, 
resulting in a deviation of 30 degrees). This geometry also has the advantage that the bisection 
lines from each corner are parallel, which minimises the skew of the blocks defining the ramp 
face (blocks 2 and 3 in figure 3-5).  
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To further minimise skew over the whole flowfield, the lines extended out from the bisection 
points were then joined to Bezier curves which track orthogonally into the bottom of the 
simulation domain at the flow centerline. The geometry around the ramp, including low 
resolution cell discretisation, can be seen in figure 3-5: 
 
Figure 3-5: Figure 5: Updated Simple Grid Geometry 
This new grid was highly successful, allowing for CFL numbers up to 0.2 to be used without 
stability problems. Having a consistent limit of stability made the simulation highly amenable 
to running on shared computing resources, as it is undesirable to spend time queueing on such 
systems only for the simulation to fail a short way through the allocated hours. 
3.7 Combustion Efficiency Calculation 
The efficiency of combustion measures how closely the reaction comes to complete 
conversion into products, and is equivalent to the ratio of the mass of product produced vs the 
theoretical maximum mass of product. In Eilmer3, each cell stores its chemical composition 
as a mass fraction (in %) associated with each species in the gas model. The mass fraction of 
an element due to the presence of a compound containing that element can therefore be found 
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by dividing the molecular weights. For example, the cell mass fraction of hydrogen due to the 
presence of 5% by weight water is:  
               
    
    
      
     
      
                  
By summing the above fraction of hydrogen due to the presence of each chemical species 
containing hydrogen (including hydrogen itself), the total mass fraction of hydrogen in the 
cell can be obtained: 
                 
           
          
          
 
 
Assuming there is excess oxygen in the cell, if the entire mass fraction of hydrogen reacted 
completely to form water: 
            
For every mole of H2 (weight 2g), one mole of H2O is formed (weight 18g). As such, the 
mass fraction of water for a complete reaction is 9 times the total hydrogen mass fraction of 
the cell. This allows for an expression of cell-local combustion efficiency in terms of these 
two quantities: 
      
     
          
 
While a local reaction completeness measure is of limited use due to mass transfer between 
cells, when applied to any arbitrary vertical slice through the domain, the combustion 
completeness of flow passing through the slice can be measured. Consider the column of n 
cells on the righthand boundary of the domain. Efficiency in the flow out of the domain is 
given by: 
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The cell density, velocity, y position, and cell wall height were all extracted from the flow 
solution files produced by Eilmer using the python modules provided as part of the Eilmer 
package. This allowed for plots of both combustion efficiency and mass flow rate with time. 
Note that in Hensel (2017)’s version of this code, the combustion efficiency was calculated 
simply by taking the average of the local cell combustion efficiencies. This does not take into 
account variation of mass flow rate between each cell, and so different results are obtained. 
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4.1 Introduction 
This section characterizes the main results of the thesis obtained running the final high 
efficiency grid created through the iteration in section 3. Due to the highly evolutionary nature 
of the direction of the thesis, with the results obtained from each simulation informing areas 
of interest to be explored through further simulations, it is difficult to summarise the distinct 
plan of works before reporting on them. Instead, an approximately chronological order of 
results is presented, with discussion of what led to the eventual plan completed. 
4.2 Trial 1: Original Half Porous Wall 
The first trial completed with the new and more stable grid was the simulation of the case 
with most potential as presented by Hensel (2017). This utilized the same boundary 
conditions as described in Chapter 3, with 7 degree injection, a 30 degree ramp 0.25m from 
the start of flow, fuel injection over half the ramp, and injection pressure defined for an 
equivalence ratio of 1. The 5 blocks that make up the actual gridding structure in the 
regridded topology were defined as superblocks within eilmer, allowing them to be 
subdivided into many blocks for simulation on parallel computing clusters. 
 A total of 24 sub-blocks were defined, each with an equal number of cells. Note that 
all subdivision was completed by splitting the blocks into vertical slices. This resulted in a 
blocking structure that was effectively 1-dimensional, with a single row defining the whole 
domain. Such a structure allowed for simplified extraction of flow data for calculation of mass 
flow rates. A total of 9600 cells were split evenly among each block, and the process run on 
UQ’s parallel processing CPU cluster, Tinaroo, using 24 cores. While ordinarily this is a very 
low cell count per core compared to literature, the long flow time and viscous flow meant that 
more than a million timesteps were required to reach the end time of 5ms, and so using this 
many cores had significant performance improvements. Running equivalent simulations on 
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between 4 and 24 cores, increasing from 12 to 24 improved simulation speed by over 50% 
and so the increase in CPU usage was justified. 
 The simulation was run to a final time of 5ms. This value was adopted from Hensel 
(2017), and was considered reasonable given that the initial shock takes 2ms to reach the end 
of the flow domain, resulting in 3ms for convergence to the steady state. A total of 1728 CPU 
hours was allocated in 3 24 hour blocks of 24 cores. The primary results of the simulation, 
visualized in the paraview program, are displayed in figure 4-1. By displaying Hydrogen as a 
scale from green to cyan, and water as a scale from cyan to blue, the local level of reaction 
completeness can be seen as a colour between green and blue, with dark blue representing full 
combustion. Temperature scaling was used in the core flow to highlight the shock structure: 
 
Figure 4-1: Trial 1 Flow Characteristics, t = 5 ms 
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The combustion efficiency of the mass flow passing through a vertical slice of the combustor 
was also computed along the combustor at t=5ms. Note that the incorporation of mass flow 
through the slice means that the recirculation near the ramp causes results to fluctuate: 
 
Figure 4-2: Trial 1 Efficiency Vs Length, 5ms 
The results of this trial are somewhat conflicting, but are nonetheless informative. Firstly, it 
can be seen that a number of the flow features positively correlated in literature with good 
combustion performance are induced through this expansion ramp configuration (Bonanos et 
al, 2008). A recirculation zone is instigated around the top corner of the stop (V2 in figure 3-
3), and this props up the fuel jet, which can be seen to achieve initially strong penetration into 
the core flow. Furthermore, a large boundary separation is induced in front of the ramp, with 
reverse flow of hydrogen close to the wall sustaining combustion inside this separation. As 
such, this result further confirms Curran’s (2016) conclusion that an expansion ramp is 
effective at causing localized heating which initiates and sustains dual-mode combustion. 
Despite the new occurrence of these beneficial features over the previously simulated 
full wall case, a lower total combustion efficiency of 43.6% is observed at 5 milliseconds. 
This can be partially attributed to the improvement of the combustion efficiency calculation to 
include the effects of mass flow rate, but also indicates that given the combination of flow 
features and efficiency, further improvement over the current results is unlikely to be 
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achieved by continuing to vary the ramp geometry. However, the conditions obtained are 
highly conducive to further injection of fuel via a different regime. In particular, sonic 
injection into the separated boundary region in front of the ramp has the potential to achieve 
high core flow penetration, as it would easily penetrate through the slow moving flow in the 
boundary region. For this to improve combustion efficiency, the same total fuel mass would 
need to be split between the two injection methods, and as such, the expansion ramp injection 
would need to achieve similar flow characteristics, but at a lower equivalence ratio. To 
determine the feasibility of this scheme, Trial 2 was conducted. 
The other key observation of note from the flow scheme in trial 1 is that the boundary 
layer separation grew to front of the simulated area. The presence of an inflow boundary 
condition prevents further upstream propagation of the separation out of the domain, and such 
behaviour can be indicative of engine unstart if stabilization does not occur (Riggins et al, 
2006). Establishing whether or not the separation growth would stabilize in a longer simulated 
domain was therefore concluded to be necessary. Furthermore, observing figure 4-1, it can be 
seen that the oblique shock formed by the boundary separation reflects off the centerline and 
collapses the combustion zone significantly towards the outer wall. As such, it was 
hypothesized that if the boundary layer continued growing before stabilising, this first 
reflected shock would instead impinge on the wall just before the ramp, leading to improved 
mixing and combustion efficiency. Investigation into these phenomena was the aim of Trial 4. 
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4.3 Trial 2: Low Equivalence Half Porous Wall 
As mentioned in section 4.2, trial 2 simulated identical conditions to trial 1, with the only 
change that hydrogen was injected at 65% of the pressure to generate an equivalence ratio of 
0.65 instead of 1. Visual results can be seen in figure 4-3: 
 
Figure 4-3: Trial 2 Flow Characteristics, t = 5ms. 
 
Figure 4-4: Relative Combustion Efficiency, Trials 1 & 2. 
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The combustion efficiency was also computed as in section 4.2. To determine the relative 
combustion performance compared with the ER=1 case, this efficiency was multiplied by 
0.65 to give the efficiency compared to maximum possible engine heat release (i.e. E.R 1 
100% combustion), and plotted against the efficiency of Trial 1. A maximum combustion 
efficiency in Trial 2 of 59.3% corresponded to a relative efficiency of 38.54% slightly lower 
than the Trial 1 case. 
 As can be seen in figure 4-3, the flow in Trial 2 is similar to that of Trial 1, with robust 
combustion occurring in the boundary separation. An increased forward flow of Hydrogen is 
observed, and furthermore the teal colour indicating an ongoing reaction dies out earlier 
within the combustor. This similarity of flow structure, along with the minimal reduction in 
total heat release, indicates that the expansion ramp injection is robust to changes in 
equivalence ratio, and is therefore highly amenable to producing this flow structure under 
partial injection. Further work should therefore include modeling of multi-injection schemes. 
 It should also be noted that similar to in Trial 1, dark blue colouring indicating 25% 
water mass fraction is observed in the upper mixed region at the right hand side of the 
combustor. Such a mass fraction is indicative of complete combustion in the mixed region, 
and so the overall efficiency is mixing limited, further supporting the conclusion that 
combustion is equivalence independent. 
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4.4 Trial 3: Grid Refinement Verification 
The grids used in this project are significantly coarser than the standard mesh level used for 
running viscous hypersonic simulations at UQ (Jacobs, 2015). A coarse mesh may not capture 
complex flow interactions at area of interest such as the lefthand corner of the ramp if those 
interactions are on a smaller distance scale than the grid. Furthermore, and importantly to the 
specific project, diffusive mixing tends to be enhanced in coarse grids, due to lower number 
of cell interfaces to evaluate. As such, a simulation at a significantly higher refinement was 
run using Trial 2 as an initial flow solution, with the aim of determining the effect of 
increasing cell resolution on both the flow field and the evaluated combustion efficiency. 
 To achieve this, the cell resolution was increased from 9600 to 460800. The refined 
grid was designed to nominal resolution targets of 10 microns/cell in the radial direction, and 
3mm/cell in the streamwise direction, with clustering above these figures close to the walls 
and fuel injection area. This level of refinement is commonly used for modeling shock-tunnel 
scale models at UQ, and should accurately capture the flow, given past literature validation of 
the Eilmer code with experimental results (Jacobs, 2015). 
 The massively increased resolution meant that through the CFL criterion the 
maximum timestep was reduced to less than 0.1 nanoseconds, and so running a simulation 
from 0 to 5ms would have used an order of magnitude more CPU hours even without 
increasing the number of cells. As such, the increased resolution simulation used the 5ms 
solution of Trial 2 as its initial fill condition, and was run for 0.1ms. The resulting dataset uses 
too much memory to be postprocessed in paraview like the other trials, however figure 4-5 
demonstrates the increased resolution around the combustor 
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Figure 4-5: Refined Mesh H20 Mass Fraction, t = 5.1ms 
The combustion efficiency was also evaluated using the same postprocessing script as in 
previous trials. A total combustion efficiency of 59.16% was obtained for the flow outgoing 
from the combustor. 
 As can be seen from figure 4-5, the behaviour around the injector is highly similar to 
that of the coarse mesh. The bottom edge of the fuel plume from the injection face is still 
initially sharply defined, with the same recirculation vortex bringing hydrogen back towards 
the wall and into the forward boundary layer separation region. The edges of the high H2O 
region are less well defined than they were in the coarse case, with visible turbulence, but 
such mechanisms are likely to improve combustion through mixing. 
 While a minute (0.16%) change was observed in combustion efficiency, it should be 
noted that enough time would need to be simulated at the higher resolution case for hydrogen 
to flow from the injection point out of the domain for any bulk differences in combustion to 
be noted. To investigate this effect in more detail, a number of simulations at increasing 
resolution above the Trial 2 case, but still coarse enough to feasibly run from initial conditions 
could be conducted. Data at several different resolutions would allow a trend to be developed, 
yielding information about resolution vs solution convergence. 
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4.5 Trial 4: Half Porous Wall, Moved Ramp 
This trial aimed to determine how far upstream of the half wall porous ramp the boundary 
layer separation stabilized, and investigate whether shock structure change would cause 
improvements in combustion. The domain was extended by changing the coordinates of the 
inflow wall from x=0 to x=0.25. In the addition of cells required to keep the grid at the same 
aspect ratio, some small changes were made. The number of sub-blocks was reduced to 18, as 
using 18 cores significantly reduced queue times on Tinaroo without dramatically affecting 
simulation performance. The total number of cells in the simulation was also increased to 
14400. A fuel equivalence ratio of 1 was injected. 
 Upon running the simulation, it was observed that the size of the boundary layer 
separation was not steady at 5ms, and so the simulation was continued. Oscillatory behaviour 
was observed: 
 
Figure 4-6: Trial 4 Initial Boundary Seperation, t = 3ms 
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Figure 4-7: Trial 4 Boundary Layer oscillation progression, from top to bottom t = 3.5, 
4.25, 5.5, 6.75, 7.5 ms. 
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As can be seen, at t= 3ms the first reflected oblique shock is still impinging on the bulk 
hydrogen fuel inflow, allowing for a significant flow of hydrogen backwards along the wall 
and into the separation. This increase in energy causes the separation to grow which causes 
the shock to become stronger and move forward until it impinges on the wall in front of the 
ramp, cutting off the backward flow at t=3.5ms. The remaining hydrogen is quickly consumed 
and with no fuel source the mass fraction of water also begins to decrease. With no pressure 
addition to prop it up, the separation begins to shrink, weakening the associated weak shock 
and allowing hydrogen to flow backwards once more, causing the cycle to repeat. The total 
period of oscillation is approximately 3ms. 
 This oscillatory separation behaviour is a new phenomenon, and is important due to 
the extremely long period of oscillation. In ground-based testing like the T4 shock tunnel at 
UQ, maximum steady flow test times are on the order of 1 millisecond. As such, knowledge 
of behaviour with a period longer than this value is useful in analysing experimental results. 
However, it also makes verifying that this behaviour physically occurs difficult. Further 
investigation is recommended, especially into how the injection geometry affects this 
behaviour. Such investigation would require extremely long test runtimes (10+ms), but long 
simulations would also allow for investigation of combustion steadiness, as described in 
section 4.5.2. 
 The other point of note about the separation in this Trial is that the boundary layer still 
immediately begins growing from the inflow profile. While the oscillatory behaviour would 
indicate stabilization, investigation of behaviour with the domain boundary again moved 
further upstream would be a useful avenue of further research, to confirm that stabilization 
has occurred. The extended growth of the boundary layer in this trial also indicates that the 
Trial 1 flowstate would only exist transiently in a real engine. However, the comparison 
between Trials 1 and 2 is still valid as they have the same inflow dependence. 
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4.5.2 Trial 4 Combustion Efficiency 
To observe the boundary layer oscillation, Trial 4 was run for a total of just over 14 
milliseconds. It was assumed that due to the oscillation, the combustion efficiency would be 
somewhat variable with time, and so the efficiency profile was evaluated at a number of 
different timesteps. This led to the discovery of unusual behaviour. At t=5 ms, the point the 
other trials were run to, the efficiency of Trial 4 was 55%. However, past 8 milliseconds, the 
efficiency dramatically reduced to approx. 25%. This indicated it took much longer than 
previously thought to reach a steady state, and so the postprocessing script was modified to 
produce an efficiency profile with respect to time at the exit of the flow domain. The total 
mass flow rate of hydrogen (across all chemical species, see section 3.4.2) was also 
determined, to provide further information about the state of the outflow. These 2 plots can be 
seen in figure 4-8: 
 
Figure 4-8: Trial 4 Outbound Flow Quantity Time Comparison 
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As can be seen, until approximately 6 milliseconds the flow domain is still rapidly filling with 
Hydrogen species, and a steady average level (sans oscillation) is not achieved until ~10ms. 
This steady value is also notably higher than expected, at 0.9 kg/s rather than 0.83. This is 
possibly due to the dependence of inflow flux on the conditions inside the domain (see section 
4.6). Note that data starts at t=2ms because this simulation was restarted from a different high 
resolution grid at this time. 
 The boundary separation oscillation affecting the hydrogen outflow is expected 
behaviour, as during periods when the hydrogen is flowing backwards to fill the separation 
there is less downstream mass flow, but when the separation collapses this extra mass is 
accounted for. 
 Given how drastically the lack of convergence at 5ms affected combustion efficiency, 
the postprocessing file was also applied to the Trial 1 Data to investigate if a similar effect 
was present: 
 
Figure 4-9: Trial 1 Outbound Flow Quantity Time Comparison 
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As can be seen, at 5 milliseconds the flow is not close to converging, with outflow rate still 
increasing linearly with time. However, when visually inspecting the flow, especially looking 
at water and hydrogen mass fractions, this lack of convergence is difficult to notice, hence the 
assumption that 5ms was sufficient for measurement of steady state combustion 
characteristics. The development of a postprocessing tool to quantitatively determine flow 
convergence is therefore a highly useful outcome of the project for further work. This tool 
was also used to investigate the previous literature results guiding the investigation, to better 
inform a decision on the most effective geometry to use going forwards. This process can be 
seen in Trial 5, section 4.6. 
4.6 Trial 5: Full Porous Wall Retest 
To investigate the high combustion numbers obtained during initial simulations by Hensel, 
the most promising trial of that work, the full porous wall, was repeated using the present 
grid. This case used 7 degree hydrogen injection, a ramp position of 0.5m, equivalence ratio 
of 1, ramp angle of 30 degrees, and was run to 5 milliseconds, at which time a combustion 
efficiency of 58% was reported. Note that due to the large area of the full wall injector, an 
inlet pressure of only 96 kPa is necessary over the face of the wall to produce ER 1 mass 
flow. While in the physical porous case the pressure at the pores is much higher than this and 
so backpressure would not be problematic with sufficient reservoir pressure, the modeling in 
Eilmer3 does not account for this. 
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Figure 4-10: Trial 5 Flow Characteristics, t = 12ms 
 
Figure 4-11: Trial 5 Outbound Flow Quantity Time Comparison 
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As can be seen, a number of noteworthy effects are observed. Firstly, a boundary layer 
separation has formed in front of the ramp, which did not occur in the original simulation. 
Secondly, Unlike in Trial 4, where the steady state flow the top area of the ramp becomes 
completely filled with pure hydrogen, in this case the fuel plume is pushed into the upper 
corner of the ramp before recirculating outwards and backwards into the forward separation. 
 The application of the new postprocessor demonstrated that at the 12 millisecond end 
of simulation, while complete convergence did not occur, the rate of change of outbound flow 
had significantly slowed. Importantly, at this near converged state, the total rate of hydrogen 
leaving the domain was less than 0.2 kg/s. This indicates significantly less hydrogen than the 
expected 0.83 kg/s was actually being injected. One possible explanation for this is the way 
Eilmer3 treats boundary conditions. The conditions set in the SupInBC() module are applied 
to a row of ghost cells outside the interface, and fluxes through the boundary interface are 
determined by interpolating flow quantities between this ghost cell and the state inside the 
domain. As such, the flux is not constant, but rather dependent on conditions in the cells 
inside the interface. (Jacobs et al, 2012). Further investigation into accurately modeling the 
physical injection conditions produced by this injection scheme will therefore be necessary in 
further work. One possible solution is to directly specify the boundary flux using a new 
custom Lua boundary condition (Jacobs et al, 2012). 
 It should be noted that given Hensel (2017) used a similar boundary definition, this 
phenomenon is likely to have affected the results obtained. This is further supported by the 
high combustion efficiency of 83.6% obtained. When converted to a percentage of possible 
heat release (i.e. total combustion at an ER of 1), due to the low equivalence ratio, this trial 
performs worse than the half porous wall. It was therefore concluded that the half porous wall 
would be the more suitable geometry to investigate going forwards. Such a result also 
demonstrates the limitations of considering combustion efficiency alone. 
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4.7 Trial 6: Moved Ramp, High Mach Number 
The final Trial conducted in this thesis was an investigation into the behaviour of the 
geometry at high Mach numbers. In literature, the massively increased energy of the core flow 
makes wall-based combustor injection impractical for use as primary injection, with inlet 
injection instead being favoured (Barth et al, 2015)). However, wall injection is still often 
used to produce a combustion film to reduce skin friction, and the expansion ramp injectors 
could be efficiently reused for this purpose (Suraweera et al, 2009). As such, it is important to 
quantify the level of combustion achievable in high Mach flows to inform the equivalence 
ratio to inject in the film case. 
 The higher Mach case required a change in inflow boundary condition. Due to the 
increased energy of the core flow, boundary layer growth is significantly suppressed at high 
Mach numbers, and so to save time the 1D Mach 10 throat flow properties produced by 
Curran (2016) were directly applied to the inlet. These properties consisted of: 
                                
 
 
  
The bulk flow velocity is double that of the Mach 6 freestream case, and so for time constraint 
reasons the simulation was only run to 5ms. The convergence was quantified using the new 
postprocessing tool. An equivalence ratio of 0.7 was used, as it was expected that low total 
combustion efficiencies would result. 
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Figure 4-12: Trial 6 Flow Characteristics, t = 5 ms 
 
Figure 4-13: Trial 6 Outbound Flow Quantity Time Comparison 
As expected, no boundary separation is formed. Furthermore, at this time there is still a 
significant layer of air underneath the hydrogen plume that is likely to get swept out as the 
simulation progresses further, but the Time Comparison indicates relatively steady behaviour 
has been achieved. As expected, low combustion efficiencies were achieved, with a total 
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ER=1 combustion efficiency of 14.5%. This confirms the expected result, and indicates that at 
high Mach numbers a different primary injection scheme will be necessary, with the 
expansion ramp injection suitable for repurposing as film injection. Note also that compared 
to the nominal 0.58 kg/s hydrogen injection, the steady state outflow is approx. 0.6 kg/s. This 
indicates that in this case the injection boundary condition specified performed as originally 
expected. As noted, further investigation to the cause of steady mass outflow variance will be 
necessary as part of future work. 
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5.1 Review 
A project has been completed on the use of an expansion ramp as a flow stabilizing device in 
an accelerator scramjet at speeds of Mach 5-7.8. Literature review determined that while 
significant prior work had been done into the trajectory and vehicle design of the accelerator, 
this design work relied on a combustion efficiency assumption that needed to be investigated 
via further rigorous simulation. Prior work on the project by others also indicated an 
expansion ramp combustor geometry had the potential to meet this combustion target. 
Investigation was carried out by using the compressible flow solver Eilmer3 to simulate the 
ramp combustor in a number of 2D axisymmetric configurations. 
 The original plan of works focused mainly on optimization, with development of 
understanding of the flow and new analytical tools a secondary goal. However, as can be seen 
throughout the results section, as the project continued it became clear that further 
optimization was unlikely to achieved, and so the focus shifted to further analysis of the flows 
already obtained. This shift provides a good knowledge base for continuation in further work 
on incorporating multi-injection schemes, demonstrating the value of the project. 
5.2 Key Findings/Outcomes 
 Based on the simulation issues encountered in previous work, a new grid was 
developed that was stable at CFL numbers of 0.2 with acceptable grid resolution. The 
grid was parametrically defined to allow for exploration of multiple different injection 
and geometry configurations. 
 Initial trials of the half porous wall case demonstrated that the level of combustion 
achieved was equivalence ratio independent. This is an important quality as it makes 
the results relevant to the design of multi-injection schemes with low equivalence 
ratios through each individual injection regime. 
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 A highly resolved grid continuation showed that increasing grid resolution had no 
major impact on the flow around the injection point. However, insight into the effects 
of grid resolution on combustion was limited. 
 Further investigation of the half porous wall exhibited an oscillatory effect with a 
period greater than typical ground resolution trials. It was also found that this effect 
was likely to stabilize the boundary layer separation growth shortly upstream of the 
ramp. 
 The time taken for the combustor flows to converge to a steady level of combustion 
was found to be significantly longer than initially thought based on visual inspection. 
A new postprocessing tool was developed to allow for quantification of convergence. 
 Investigation of previously run trials with the new tool indicated that Hydrogen 
injection under the same boundary conditions was dependent on flow conditions. This 
led to the further conclusion that based on flow structure and total combustion 
efficiency, the half porous wall would be the best geometry for further works. 
 A high Mach simulation confirmed that expansion ramp injection is only suitable for 
film injection skin friction reduction in the more energetic regime. 
5.3 Recommendations for Further Work 
Based on the above key findings, the most promising avenues for further research are: 
 Verify through further increasing the flow domain in front of the ramp that the 
oscilliatory behaviour does in fact stabilize further separation growth. 
 Investigate the effects of changing ramp geometry on the period and amplitude of 
oscillation, by running long (15+ms) trials on different ramp geometries. 
 Further quantify how hydrogen massflow injection control is to be achieved in the 
SPARTAN vehicle. If equivalence rate is to accurately controlled, development of a 
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constant flux inflow boundary model of this behaviour could be achieved using the 
Eilmer3 custom Lua boundaries. 
 Examine the feasibility of multi-injection combustion schemes utilizing the half 
porous wall to inject an equivalence ratio of ~0.25. If porthole injectors are used 
through the boundary separation, this will require a change to 3D modeling. 
 Investigate the effects of both the real non-axisymmetric elliptical combustor profile, 
and the asymmetric flow conditions induced by forebody compression. This will again 
require a change to a 3D simulation approach 
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A.1 Time Profile Postprocessor 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
# mix_comb_h_7blk.py 
# 
# Custom postprocessor to compute a measure the mixing, combustion & 
enthalpy release 
# efficiency and a few other things (such as fuel jet penetration, total 
pressure loss  
# and streamwise circulation).  This version accounts for a fully reacting 
flow with 
# 15 species: O, O2, N, N2, H, H2, H2O, HO2, OH, NO, NO2, HNO2, HNO3, O3, 
H2O2, HNO. 
# 
# The Blocking structure, tindx, dt_plot, H2 inflow must be updated for 
each problem 
# 
# This script is for use on 7 Block systems only (eg. Half porous wall & 
slot injectors) 
# 
# JH, 09-Dec-2016 
# Adapted from 3D postprocessor by 
# PJ, 21-May-2010 & VW, 26-July-2010 
 
import sys, os, gzip, math 
sys.path.append(os.path.expandvars("$HOME/e3bin")) 
from e3_grid import StructuredGrid 
from e3_flow import StructuredGridFlow 
from libprep3 import Vector, quad_area, cross, dot, vabs 
 
if len(sys.argv) != 4: 
    print "Usage: python mix_comb_h_7blk.py  jobName outputFileName" 
    sys.exit() 
jobName = sys.argv[1] 
outputFileName = sys.argv[2] 
tindx = sys.argv[3] 
 
#tindx = '0290'       # Update this to the last 
tindx. 
#dt_plot = 1.000000e-04    # Update to dt_plot from 
job.control. 
time = 5.000002e-03     # Update to Total run time. 
 
# H2 inflow: Need the mass flow rate 
m_dot = 0.83697      # Update to H2 injection 
flow rate 
m_h2_tot = m_dot*time    # Total hydrogen mass injected 
jet_height = 0.13     # Height from axisymetric line to 
jet 
 
# We'll look at the blocks using [i][j] indexing, with i progressing 
# in the downstream direction. 
 
# Current Set up a combustor geometry  
#  - Whole ramp Porous Injector 
# ---------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
#                  /----n <- r3 
#   -----   r2 ->  l-------m----/     |  ^ 
#     /        | ^        |  dr = r2-r1 
# dr     i   blk3  | dr  blk4 |  v 
#    v  H2 IN-> / \        | v   /----k <- r4 
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# r1-> e-------f   \-------j----/     | 
#      |      / \   blk2   |   blk5   | 
#      |blk0 /   \---------g----------h <- r5    
#      |     |      blk1   |   blk6   | 
#    0 a-----b-------------c----------d 
#      0       l1          l2         l3 
# 
 
 
 
# Work down the duct (i-direction) to compute the mixing and combustion  
# for the cell slice at any x location. 
 
def process_one_slice(flow, grd, i): 
 """ Calculates the flow properties in a single x slice of the given 
block. 
 Uses the cell-average flow quantities and the cell grid properties 
from 
 the EAST boundary interface. 
 
 INPUT: 
  flow  - Flow data of the given block 
  grd   - Grid data of the given block 
  i    - The x column to calculate over 
 
 OUTPUT: 
  m_flux  - Total mass flux 
  H_flux  - Total enthalpy flux 
  mf_flux  - Fuel (H2) flux 
  mfR_flux  - Reactable fuel flux 
  mf   - Total fuel mass 
  mfR   - Reactable fuel mass 
  m_h2o   - H2O mass 
  h_form  - Enthalpy of the formed species 
  prec   - Pressure Recovery 
  circ   - Abs stream wise circulation 
  y_pen   - Fuel jet penetration 
  TKEtot  - Turbulence kinetic energy 
 """ 
 
 m_flux = 0.0; mf_flux = 0.0; mfR_flux = 0.0; mf = 0.0; mfR = 0.0; 
h_form = 0.0 
 H_flux = 0.0; m_h2o = 0.0; circ = 0.0; prec = 0.0; y_pen = 9999.9; 
TKEtot = 0.0 
 ni = flow.ni; nj = flow.nj; mH_flux = 0.0; area = 
0.0;mH20_flux=0;comb_eff=0 
 
 f5stoic = 0.02876     # Mass fraction of H2 in 
air 
 f5lim = 0.1*f5stoic    # limiting mass fraction 
defining edge of jet 
         #  Need to set up 
for reacting flow; H2 in air 
 
 for j in range(nj): 
  vtx = grd.get_vertex_list_for_cell(i,j) 
 # EAST interface has corners 1, 2. 
  interface_centre = (vtx[1]+vtx[2])/2 
  interface_normal = Vector( -(vtx[1].y - vtx[2].y), (vtx[1].x - 
vtx[2].x) )/math.sqrt( \ 
     (vtx[1].x - vtx[2].x)**2 + (vtx[1].y - 
vtx[2].y)**2 )  
  interface_length = vabs(vtx[1]-vtx[2]) 
 # 2D cells have corners 0, 1, 2, 3. 
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  cell_area = quad_area(vtx[0], vtx[1], vtx[2], vtx[3]) 
 
 # Cell average data 
  y = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j,0]  
  x = flow.data['pos.x'][i,j,0] 
  pressure = flow.data['p'][i,j,0] 
  rho = flow.data['rho'][i,j,0] 
  e = flow.data['e[0]'][i,j,0] 
  a = flow.data['a'][i,j,0] 
  v_x = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j,0] 
  v_y = flow.data['vel.y'][i,j,0] 
  v_z = flow.data['vel.z'][i,j,0] 
  tke = flow.data['tke'][i,j,0] 
 
 # Calculate the vorticity about the z axis of cell i,j 
 # Uses second order accuracy where possible 
  if j==0: 
   if i==0: 
    yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
    xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
    v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
    v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
    vort_z = - (v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) + (v_yp-v_y)/(xp-x) 
   elif i==ni-1: 
    yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
    xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
    v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
    v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
    vort_z = - (v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) + (v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm) 
   else: 
    yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
    xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
    xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
    v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
    v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
    v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
    vort_z = 0.5 * ( - 2.0*(v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) + (v_yp-
v_y)/(xp-x) + (v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm) ) 
 
  elif j==nj-1:    
   if i==0: 
    ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
    xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
    v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
     v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
    vort_z = - (v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) + (v_yp-v_y)/(xp-x) 
   elif i==ni-1: 
    ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
    xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
    v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
    v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
    vort_z = - (v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) + (v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm)  
   else: 
    ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
    xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
    xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
    v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
    v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
    v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
    vort_z = 0.5 * ( - 2.0*(v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) + (v_yp-
v_y)/(xp-x) + (v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm) ) 
  elif i==0: 
   yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
    xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
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   ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
   v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
   v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
   v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
   vort_z = 0.5 * ( - (v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) - (v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) 
+ 2.0*(v_yp-v_y)/(xp-x) ) 
  elif i==ni-1: 
   yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
   ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
   xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
    v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
   v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
   v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
   vort_z = 0.5 * ( - (v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) - (v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) 
+ 2.0*(v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm) ) 
  else: 
   yp = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j+1,0] 
   xp = flow.data['pos.x'][i+1,j,0] 
   ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
   xm = flow.data['pos.x'][i-1,j,0] 
   v_yp = flow.data['vel.y'][i+1,j,0] 
   v_xp = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j+1,0] 
   v_ym = flow.data['vel.y'][i-1,j,0] 
   v_xm = flow.data['vel.x'][i,j-1,0] 
   vort_z = 0.5 * ( - (v_xp-v_x)/(yp-y) - (v_x-v_xm)/(y-ym) 
+ \ 
          (v_yp-v_y)/(xp-
x) + (v_y-v_ym)/(x-xm) ) 
 
 # Calculate cell flow properties 
  circ += math.fabs(vort_z) * cell_area 
  vel_abs = Vector(v_x, v_y, v_z)  
  M = math.sqrt(v_x*v_x + v_y*v_y)/a  
  gam = 1.4 
 
 # Stagnation Pressure 
  p0 = pressure*math.pow(1.0+0.5*(gam-1.0)*M*M,gam/(gam-1.0))  
 # Force on cell interface 
  df = interface_length * pressure * interface_normal 
 # Mass flux through interface of cell i,j 
  dm_flux = rho * dot(vel_abs, interface_normal) * 
interface_length*2*math.pi*y 
  area +=interface_length*2*math.pi*y 
  #print dm_flux 
 # Total addative mass flux of x slice 
  m_flux += dm_flux 
  #print m_flux 
   
 # Total addative turbulent kinetic energy of x slice 
  TKEtot += interface_length*tke 
 # Stagnation Pressure Loss 
  prec += p0*dm_flux 
 # Enthalpy flux 
  H_flux += dm_flux * (e + pressure/rho + 0.5*math.sqrt(v_x*v_x + 
v_y*v_y)) 
 
# Species used: O, O2, N, N2, H, H2, H2O, HO2, OH, NO, NO2, HNO2, HNO3, O3, 
H2O2, HNO 
# Need H2 for fuel flux. 
# Need H2O for Comb. Eff. 
# Need ALL O & H species for Mix. Eff. 
  f0 = flow.data['massf[0]-O'][i,j,0] 
  f1 = flow.data['massf[1]-O2'][i,j,0] 
  f2 = flow.data['massf[2]-N'][i,j,0] 
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  f3 = flow.data['massf[3]-N2'][i,j,0] 
  f4 = flow.data['massf[4]-H'][i,j,0] 
  f5 = flow.data['massf[5]-H2'][i,j,0] # Fuel 
  f6 = flow.data['massf[6]-H2O'][i,j,0] 
  f7 = flow.data['massf[7]-HO2'][i,j,0] 
   
  f8 = flow.data['massf[8]-OH'][i,j,0] 
  f9 = flow.data['massf[9]-NO'][i,j,0] 
  f10 = flow.data['massf[10]-NO2'][i,j,0] 
  f11 = flow.data['massf[11]-HNO2'][i,j,0] 
  f12 = flow.data['massf[12]-HNO3'][i,j,0] 
  f13 = flow.data['massf[13]-O3'][i,j,0] 
  f14 = flow.data['massf[14]-H2O2'][i,j,0] 
  f15 = flow.data['massf[15]-HNO'][i,j,0] 
 
# Enthalpy of formation (kJ/mol) of each compound from their base H2, O2, 
N2 (CONSTANT) 
# -ve == exothermic, +ve == endothermic 
# Enthalpy values from http://cccbdb.nist.gov/hf0k.asp 
# Molar masses (g/mole) 
  h0 = 246.8;  M0 = 15.9994 # O 
  h1 = 0.0;  M1 = 2*M0  # O2 
  h2 = 470.8;  M2 = 14.0067 # N 
  h3 = 0.0;  M3 = 2*M2  # N2 
  h4 = 216.0;  M4 = 1.00794 # H 
  h5 = 0.0;  M5 = 2*M4  # H2 
  h6 = -238.9;  M6 = M5+M0   # H20 
  h7 = 15.2;  M7 = M4+M1  # HO2 
  h8 = 37.1;  M8 = M4+M0  # OH 
  h9 = 90.5;  M9 = M0+M2  # NO 
  h10 = 36.8;  M10 = M1+M2  # NO2 
  h11 = -72.8; M11 = M4+M2+M1 # HNO2 
  h13 = 144.5; M13 = 3*M0  # O3  -|These are 
flipped for ease  
  h12 = -124.2; M12 = M4+M2+M13 # HNO3  -|of 
calculation 
  h14 = -129.7; M14 = M5+M1  # H2O2 
  h15 = 110.0; M15 = M4+M2+M0 # HNO 
 
 # Fuel mass flux 
  mf_flux += f5*dm_flux 
 # Combustion efficiency 
  m_h2o += f6  
   
 # Mixing efficiency  
# We work with H & O MASS as an equivalent mass of all H & O species to 
find  
# how much H2 could react, if all reactions went to completion. Ignores H2O 
product. 
  mh_eq = f4+f5+(f7*M4/M7)+(f8*M4/M8)+(f11*M4/M11)+(f12*M4/M12)+( 
f14*(M5/M14) )+(f15*M4/M15) 
  mo_eq = f0+f1+( f7*(M1/M7) )+( f8*(M0/M8) )+( f9*(M0/M9) )+( 
f10*(M1/M10) )+\ 
     ( f11*(M1/M11) )+( f12*(M13/M12) )+f13+( 
f14*(M1/M14) )+( f15*(M0/M15) ) 
 
  mf += mh_eq 
  if mh_eq < (M5/M6)*(mo_eq): 
   mfR_flux += mh_eq*dm_flux 
   mfR += mh_eq 
  else: 
   mfR += ( (M5/M6)*(mo_eq) ) 
  #print ('massfh20',f6,'massfh',mh_eq) 
  mH_flux += dm_flux*(mh_eq+f6/9) 
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  mH20_flux += dm_flux*(f6) 
  #print ('mheq',mh_eq,'mH_flux',mH_flux) 
 # Fuel jet Y penetration 
  ym = flow.data['pos.y'][i,j-1,0] 
  f5m = flow.data['massf[5]-H2'][i,j-1,0] 
  if f5 > f5lim and f5m <= f5lim:   
   if y < y_pen:     
    y_pen = (f5lim-f5)/(f5-f5m)*(y-ym)+y 
 
 # Enthalpy release 
# Just solve for h_formation at each x, and at the end we compare to the 
inlet. 
# The amount of H2 injected is irrelevant in the eyes of the enthalpy (as 
h_form(H2) = 0) 
  h_form += ( h0*(f0/M0) + h2*(f2/M2) + h4*(f4/M4) + h6*(f6/M6) + 
h7*(f7/M7) +  
     h8*(f8/M8) + h9*(f9/M9) + h10*(f10/M10) + 
h11*(f11/M11) + 
     h12*(f12/M12) + h13*(f13/M13) + h14*(f14/M14) 
+ h15*(f15/M15) ) 
 comb_eff = mH20_flux/(mH_flux*9) 
 #print('m_flux', m_flux,'area',area,'mH_flux',mH_flux,'eff',comb_eff) 
 return m_flux, H_flux, mf_flux, mfR_flux, mf, mfR, m_h2o, h_form, 
prec, circ, y_pen, TKEtot, mH_flux,comb_eff 
 
 
nib = 18       # Update to match blocking 
structure. 
#bindx_list = [[0], [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], 
[10,20,30], [11,21,31],  
#[12,22,32], [13,23,33], [14,24,34], [15,25,35], [16,26,36], [17,27,37], 
[18,28,38], [19,29,39], [60,50,40], [61,51,41], [62,52,42], [63,53,43], 
[64,54,44], [65,55,45], [66,56,46], [67,57,47], [68,58,48], #[69,59,49]]
  
bindx_list = [] 
for i in range(0,18): 
 bindx_list.append([i]) 
 
 
 
trange = range(0,int(tindx)-1) 
trangeactual = [] 
for i in trange: 
 trangeactual.append(str(trange[i]+1).zfill(4)) 
 
print range(nib-1,nib) 
fp1 = open(outputFileName, "w") 
fp1.write("test \n") 
 
for tindx in trangeactual: 
 flow = [] 
 grd = [] 
 for ib in range(nib): 
  #print ib 
  flow.append([]) 
  grd.append([]) 
  njbi = len(bindx_list[ib])   # Finds No. blocks in that 
block column. 
  #print"njbi=", njbi 
 
  for jb in range(njbi):  
   bindx = '%04d' % bindx_list[ib][jb] 
   #print "bindx=", bindx 
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   fileName = 'flow/t'+tindx+'/'+ jobName + 
'.flow.b'+bindx+'.t'+tindx+'.gz' 
   fp = gzip.open(fileName, "r") 
   f = StructuredGridFlow() 
   f.read(fp) 
   fp.close() 
   flow[-1].append(f) 
   #print "flow data: ni,nj=", f.ni, f.nj 
 
   fileName = 'grid/t0000/'+ jobName + 
'.grid.b'+bindx+'.t0000.gz'  
          # The grid is 
always at tindx 0. 
   fp = gzip.open(fileName, "r") 
   g = StructuredGrid() 
   g.read(fp) 
   fp.close() 
   grd[-1].append(g) 
   #print "grid data: ni,nj=", g.ni, g.nj 
 
 
 
 
# Create the postprocessing output file 
 
# Iterate over the block columns in the downstream direction. 
# We want to calculate the flow properties for all cells (across the blocks 
[i][0:jb]) 
# in a single x slice before moving to the next. 
 for ib in range(nib-1,nib): 
  print"-- BLOCKING COLUMN =" , ib ,"--" 
  for i in range(flow[ib][0].ni): 
   m_flux = 0.0; mf_flux = 0.0; mfR_flux = 0.0; mf = 0.0; 
mfR = 0.0; H_flux = 0.0;  
   m_h2o = 0.0; h_form = 0.0; circ = 0.0; prec = 0.0; y_pen 
= 999.9; TKEtot = 0.0;mH_flux=0.0;comb_eff=0 
 
   x = flow[ib][0].data['pos.x'][i][0][0] 
   #print "x= ", x 
   sys.stdout.flush() 
    
    
   njbi = len(flow[ib]) 
   for jb in range(njbi): 
    m_f, H_f, mf_f, mfR_f, mf_njb, mfR_njb, m_h20_njb, 
h_form_njb, prec_njb, \ 
    circ_njb, yp, tke, mh_f,c_eff = 
process_one_slice(flow[ib][jb], grd[ib][jb], i) 
 
   # Fluxes 
    m_flux += m_f; mf_flux += mf_f; mfR_flux += mfR_f; 
H_flux += H_f; mH_flux+=mh_f;comb_eff+=c_eff 
   # Masses 
    mf += mf_njb; mfR += mfR_njb; m_h2o += m_h20_njb 
   # Other Properties 
    h_form += h_form_njb; circ += circ_njb; prec += 
prec_njb; TKEtot += tke 
 
    if yp == 9999.9: 
     pass 
    elif yp < y_pen:  
     y_pen = yp  
   if x>3.11: 
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    fp1.write('%g %g %g\n' % (mH_flux, comb_eff, 
float(tindx))) 
  # Convert y_pen to have a base (0.0) at the injector height 
   if y_pen == 999.9: 
    dh = (jet_height - flow[ib][jb].data['pos.y'][i,-
1,0]) 
    if dh < 0.0: 
     y_pen = dh 
    else: 
     y_pen = 0.0 
   else: 
    y_pen = jet_height - y_pen 
 
   fR_pcnt = (mfR/mf)*100  # Percentage of fuel that 
is reactable 
   comb_pcnt = ( m_h2o/(m_h2o + mf*8.936) )*100  
   #print ('chek dis', comb_pcnt)    
   # Combustion% = Product/(Tot. Product for Complete 
Reaction) 
          #  Mass of 
reacted H2O = 9* Mass of unreacted H2 (18=9*2) 
 
   #if i == 0 and ib == 0: 
    #h_initial = h_form  # Sets the combustor 
incoming flow enthalpy (Constant) 
 
   #dh = h_form - h_initial  # The Enthalpy 
release at 'x', with initial enthalpy h_initial 
   #dh_pcnt = dh*100/(( (m_h2o + mf*9)*-238.9/18.01528 )-
h_initial) 
          # Enthalpy 
release % = h_rel/(h_rel @ 100% combust)     
 
 
 
fp1.close() 
print "Done." 
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A.2 Typical e3prep File (Trial 4) 
import math 
job_title = 'regrid' 
# Set Global simulation data 
gdata.title = job_title 
gdata.case_id = 0 
gdata.axisymmetric_flag = 1 
gdata.turbulence_model = "k_omega"   
gdata.diffusion_model = "FicksFirstLaw" 
gdata.diffusion_flag = 1 
gdata.t_order = 1 
 
# Select species 
species=select_gas_model(model='thermally perfect gas', species=['O', 'O2', 
'N', 'N2', 'H', 'H2', 'H2O', 'HO2', 'OH', 'NO', 'NO2', 'HNO2', 'HNO3', 
'O3', 'H2O2', 'HNO']) 
set_reaction_scheme("Rogers_Schexnayder.lua", reacting_flag=1) 
 
# Set initial fill condition with low P and T 
gmodel = get_gas_model_ptr() 
molef = {'O2':1.0, 'N2':3.76} 
massf = gmodel.to_massf(molef) 
fill_init = 
ExistingSolution('regrid',"/home/matt/cfd/movedrampcfl",72,84,dimensions=2,
assume_same_grid=0,zipFiles=1) 
 
# FUEL INFLOW DEFINITION 
molef_h = {'H2':1.0} 
massf_h = gmodel.to_massf(molef_h) 
 
R_hyd = 4120 #hydrogen gas constant  
k_hyd = 1.405 #hydrogen heat ratio 
 
m_dot_hyd = 0.83697 #hydrogen mass flow from stoichiometry 
mach_e_hyd = 0.3778 #hydrogen exit mach (at angle beta below freestream) 
t_e_hyd = 291.7 # hydrogen exit temperature 
P_e_hyd = 209e3 # slightly higher than exit pressure used to determine 
mach_e_hyd 
rho_e_hyd = P_e_hyd / ( R_hyd * t_e_hyd )  #exit density 
 
#SECTION 2: DEFINE GEOMETRY - SEE ATTACHED FIGURE 
#first define relatively invariant combustor geometry 
r1 = 0.13 
r2 = 0.15 
r3 = 0.1842 
 
l1  = 0.2500 
l2  = 1.6365 
l3  = 3.1281 
 
n1 = Node(-0.25,0.0) 
n2 = Node(l2,0.0) 
n3 = Node(l3,0.0) 
n4 = Node(-0.25,r1) 
n5 = Node(l1,r1) 
n6 = Node(l2,r2) 
n7 = Node(l3,r3) 
 
#VARIABLE RAMP PARAMETERS--------------------------------------------------
----- 
alpha = math.radians(30) # Ramp angle 
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Beta = math.radians(7) #injection angle (below stream) 
 
 
#REQUIRED AREA CALC ---------------------------------- 
U_e_hyd = mach_e_hyd * ( t_e_hyd * R_hyd * k_hyd ) ** 0.5 #exit velocity 
along injection angle 
phi = math.pi / 2 - alpha - Beta #angle between injection and normal vector 
to ramp surface 
 
U_0_hyd = U_e_hyd * math.cos(phi) #component of velocity normal to ramp 
surface 
A_req = m_dot_hyd / ( rho_e_hyd * U_0_hyd ) #required area of combustor for 
mdot  
 
# Build H2 flow 
hyd_flow = FlowCondition(p=P_e_hyd, u=math.cos(Beta)*U_e_hyd, v=-
math.sin(Beta)*U_e_hyd, T=t_e_hyd, massf=massf_h) 
 
#REQUIRED RAMP LENGTH CALC ------------------------------------------- 
 
# solving quadratic expression for A in terms of length, coefficients are: 
 
c_a = math.sin(alpha) / 2 
c_b = r1 
c_c = -1 * A_req/(2*math.pi) 
 
#roots: 
root1 = (-c_b + (c_b**2 - 4 * c_a * c_c)**0.5 ) / (2 * c_a) 
root2 = (-c_b - (c_b**2 - 4 * c_a * c_c)**0.5 ) / (2 * c_a) 
 
Linjr = max(root1,root2) #length along combustor 
print Linjr 
#We can now define the final two nodes that specify combustor boundary:----
------------------------------------------ 
 
# Calculate ramp node locations (n8,n9) 
n8 = Node(Linjr*math.cos(alpha) + l1,Linjr*math.sin(alpha) + r1)#node at 
top of injection surface 
 
n9 = Node( (r2-r1)/math.tan(alpha) + l1,r2) #node at top of ramp 
 
#INTERNAL BLOCK GEOMETRY DEFINITION 
#the following parameters control block geometry including beziers 
 
b0 = 0.01 #depth of blocks 2,4 
b10 = 0.06 #height of bezier 1 point away from centreline 
b20 = 0.04  
b30 = 0.04 # 
b31 = 0.01 #depth of midline blk2,4 
b40 = 0.04 # 
 
 
r_invangle = math.pi+ alpha # total internal angle at n5 to split into 3 
equal sections for minimum skew 
theta3 = r_invangle / 3 
#bezier 1 
n10 = Node(l1-b0*math.cos(theta3),r1-b0*math.sin(theta3)) #straight section 
away from n5 
n11 = Node(l1-(r1-b10)/math.tan(theta3),b10) #bezier 1 bezier point 
n12 = Node(l1-(r1-b10)/math.tan(theta3),0) #bezier 1 intersection with 
combustor midline 
bz1 = Bezier([n12, n11, n10], "", 0.0, 1.0, 1) 
#bezier 2 
theta4 = r_invangle/2 - math.pi/2 
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n13 = Node(l1+b0*math.sin(theta4),r1-b0*math.cos(theta4)) 
n14 = Node(l1+b0*math.sin(theta4)+b20*math.sin(theta4),r1-
b0*math.cos(theta4)-b20*math.cos(theta4)) 
n15 = Node(l1+b0*math.sin(theta4)+b20*math.sin(theta4),0.0) 
bz2 = Bezier([n15, n14, n13], "", 0.0, 1.0, 1) 
#bezier 3 
alpha1 = math.pi/2-theta4 
n8x = Linjr*math.cos(alpha) + l1 
n8y = Linjr*math.sin(alpha) + r1 
n16 = Node(n8x+b31*math.cos(alpha1),n8y-b31*math.sin(alpha1)) 
n17 = Node(n8x+b31*math.cos(alpha1)+b30*math.cos(alpha1),n8y-
b31*math.sin(alpha1)-b30*math.sin(alpha1)) 
n18 = Node(n8x+b31*math.cos(alpha1)+b30*math.cos(alpha1),0.0) 
bz3 = Bezier([n18, n17, n16], "", 0.0, 1.0, 1) 
#bezier 4 
theta5 = (2*math.pi-r_invangle)/2 
n9x = (r2-r1)/math.tan(alpha) + l1 
n19 = Node(n9x+b0*math.cos(theta5),r2-b0*math.sin(theta5)) 
n20 = Node(n9x+b0*math.cos(theta5)+b40*math.cos(theta5),r2-
b0*math.sin(theta5)-b40*math.sin(theta5)) 
n21 = Node(n9x+b0*math.cos(theta5)+b40*math.cos(theta5),0.0) 
bz4 = Bezier([n21, n20, n19], "", 0.0, 1.0, 1) 
#define internal points at length l2: 
n22 = Node(l2,r2-b0*math.sin(theta5)) 
n23 = Node(l3,r2-b0*math.sin(theta5)) 
 
 
 
# DEFINE BLOCKS -----------------------------------------------------------
----- 
#define lines making up each blk in order nesw: 
no0 = Line(n4,n5);e0 = Polyline([bz2,Line(n13,n5)],"",0.0,1.0,1);s0 = 
Line(n1,n15);w0 = Line(n1,n4) 
no1 = Line(n5,n8);e1 = Polyline([bz3,Line(n16,n8)],"",0.0,1.0,1);s1 = 
Line(n15,n18);w1 = e0 
no2 = Line(n8,n9);e2 = Polyline([bz4,Line(n19,n9)],"",0.0,1.0,1);s2 = 
Line(n18,n21);w2 = e1 
no3 = Line(n9,n6);e3 = Line(n2,n6);s3 = Line(n21,n2);w3 = e2 
no4 = Line(n6,n7);e4 = Line(n3,n7);s4 = Line(n2,n3);w4 = e3 
 
 
#define boucndary conditions list: 
b_l0 = [AdiabaticBC(),None, SlipWallBC(), UserDefinedBC("udf-supersonic-in-
turb-shock-h2-rogers-mapped.lua")] 
b_l1 = [SupInBC(hyd_flow),None,SlipWallBC(),None] 
b_l2 = [AdiabaticBC(),None,SlipWallBC(),None] 
b_l3 = [AdiabaticBC(),None,SlipWallBC(),None] 
b_l4 = [AdiabaticBC(),ExtrapolateOutBC(),SlipWallBC(),None] 
 
 
 
# define discretisation 
col1nni = 80 
col2nni=20 
col3nni=20 
col4nni=160 
col5nni=80 
row1nnj=40 
 
 
#clustering 
col1xcl = RobertsClusterFunction(0,1,1.01) 
col2xcl = RobertsClusterFunction(1,1,1.1) 
col3xcl = RobertsClusterFunction(1,1,1.1) 
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col4xcl = RobertsClusterFunction(1,0,1.008) 
col5xcl = None 
row1ycl = RobertsClusterFunction(0,1,1.05) 
 
 
cf_l0 = [col1xcl,row1ycl,col1xcl,row1ycl] 
cf_l1 = [col2xcl,row1ycl,col2xcl,row1ycl] 
cf_l2 = [col3xcl,row1ycl,col3xcl,row1ycl] 
cf_l3 = [col4xcl,row1ycl,col4xcl,row1ycl] 
cf_l4 = [col5xcl,row1ycl,col5xcl,row1ycl] 
 
 
 
 
 
#define blocks 
 
blk0 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(no0, e0, s0, w0), 
     nni=col1nni, nnj=row1nnj, nbi=4,nbj=1, bc_list=b_l0, 
                cf_list = cf_l0, fill_condition=fill_init) 
blk1 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(no1, e1, s1, w1), 
     nni=col2nni, nnj=row1nnj, nbi=1,nbj=1, bc_list=b_l1, 
                cf_list = cf_l1, fill_condition=fill_init) 
blk2 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(no2, e2, s2, w2), 
     nni=col3nni, nnj=row1nnj, nbi=1,nbj=1, bc_list=b_l2, 
                cf_list = cf_l2, fill_condition=fill_init) 
blk3 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(no3, e3, s3, w3), 
     nni=col4nni, nnj=row1nnj, nbi=8,nbj=1, bc_list=b_l3, 
                cf_list = cf_l3, fill_condition=fill_init) 
blk4 = SuperBlock2D(psurf=make_patch(no4, e4, s4, w4), 
     nni=col5nni, nnj=row1nnj, nbi=4,nbj=1, bc_list=b_l4, 
               cf_list = cf_l4, fill_condition=fill_init) 
 
 
 
identify_block_connections() 
 
 
 
 
 
gdata.viscous_flag = 1 
gdata.flux_calc = ADAPTIVE 
gdata.max_time = 3e-3  # seconds 
gdata.dt = 1.0e-10 
gdata.max_step = 300000 
gdata.dt_plot = 2.5e-5 
gdata.cfl =0.2 
gdata.gasdynamic_update_scheme='classic-rk3' 
gdata.dt_reduction_factor = 0.005 
gdata.cfl_count = 10 
gdata.print_count=40 
gdata.stringent_cfl=0 
 
 
 
